
List of email responses by street  

(DeSale, Holmes, Cabin, Plum) 

 

DeSale Street SW (Moore Street to Tapawingo Road) 800 blk -16 

 800 Humayun and Reema, IN favor, has sidewalk in front of their home the 

rest of the street does not, corner of DeSale and Moore is a school bus stop, 

sidewalk would improve walkability  

 803 Marie and Chet Ropelewski, IN favor, street is heavily used by school 

children 

 804 Michael and Wanpen Ordonez NOT in favor, destruction of flower 

garden and organic crop, destroy oxygen breathing carbon dioxide 

sequestering grassland, elderly do not want it, does not want to pick up after 

pets and clear snow, not a safety issue, not a planned project 

 810 CJ, IN favor but wants the Town cover the cost for the work needed to 

the irrigation system.    

 119 Tappawingo, Tara Ruszkowski, IN favor, strongly supports the 

installation of the sidewalk, concerned about the safety of kids and families 

walking to the pool. 

 

DeSale Street SW (Tapawingo Road to end) 900 blk - 21 

 906 William Haugh, NOT sure, wants to information about increased 

assessment and increased property taxes Fairfax County and the Town, 

upkeep and liability of sidewalks, 25 year historical cost information about 

sidewalks, sidewalk is placed on the wrong side of DeSale, questions why 

the sidewalk should be built  

 910 Michael & Ellen Standiford, NOT in favor, their front yard is minimal 

does not want to reduce the green space and will likely lose 2 trees 

 915 Joe Kelty and Susan Cohen, IN favor, good amount of foot traffic 

throughout the year; people walking and jogging and walking dogs, during 

summer months there is a higher volume of pedestrian traffic attending 

Vienna Woods Swimming pool 



 916 Eric, generally supportive, concerned about the impact of landscaping 

and cost for replacing it, French drain that cannot be altered and who would 

bear the cost. 

 918 Robert Stoner, IN favor expects compensation for trees and mature 

plantings   

 920 Philip McMormick, NOT in favor never had a reason that required the 

use of sidewalks.  Suggests that the street get resurfaced, to give money it to 

Public Works and Police Department. 

 124 Melody Lane, Jim, IN favor a great idea making the Town safer for 

residents to walk or bike 

  



Holmes Drive NW (John Marshall Drive to Upham Place) - 13 

 404 Caitlin Thrasher, IN favor, wonderful and very necessary edition 

 411 Jay Forman, IN favor outstanding, greatly improve pedestrian safety 

 419 Keith Aimore, IN favor of the project, provides for a key connection 

within the neighborhood and a complete safe route for school 

 420 Robert Amsler NOT in favor from Upham to Tazewell, the area is a flat 

grassy area and is already walkable installing concrete would not improve 

the walking area, long term problem with water puddling at Holmes and 

Upham and freezes, however is in favor for sidewalk from Tazewell to John 

Marshall  

 424 Leila Prior, NOT in favor from Upham to Tazewell, the area is a flat 

grassy area and is already walkable installing concrete would not improve 

the walking area, long term problem with water puddling at Holmes and 

Upham and freezes, however is in favor for sidewalk from Tazewell to John 

Marshall  

  



Cabin Road SE (Branch to Glyndon Street) -16 

 307 Dan and Beth Tucker, IN favor, tremendous benefit to the safety of 

residents for the block and the larger community 

 308 Tom Taaffe IN favor, installation of sidewalk on one side is an 

improvement in walkability and safety 

 309 Cheryl Umbel, NOT in favor with sidewalk in front of her house unless 

the Town safely moves her trees, questions who will clear the sidewalk of 

snow (three trees maple, weeping Cyprus and a newly planted tree).  The 

large pine tree she is ok with it being cut down.  

 310 Kimberly Chen, IN favor, would love sidewalk to safely walk to events 

around town, to grocery stores and other places 

 311 Patrick Eason, IN favor, concerned about possible damage to his sewer 

lateral that is orange burg pipe, he is planning to televise before and after the 

work is done 

 312 Lori and Reed 100% IN favor, the sidewalk will connect to WO&D and 

increase safety 

 314 Chris Cororan and wife, IN favor of sidewalk on Cabin Road  

 317 Mike Cheselka (BAR), NOT in favor concerned about saving the 67 

year old tree.  Wants assurances that extra measures will play (porous 

sidewalk)  

 317 Sue Cheselka IN favor wants assurances that extra measures will be in 

play (porous sidewalk) 

 400 Glyndon Street, William Mann, NOT in favor, he wants the flooding 

problem fixed on his lot, his tenant will not be able to park two vehicles in 

the driveway, the tenant does not park one car on the street at a result of his 

neighbor telling the tenant not to park in front of his driveway. 

 

  



Plum Street SW (Cottage Street to Tapawingo Road)  

 Olivia and Marc Ramirez, NOT in favor they oppose the sidewalk, no 

address given 

 913 Karen Viani, IN favor, supports the project wholeheartedly it promotes 

safe pedestrian traffic, she currently has sidewalk but wants the sidewalk to 

continue, sidewalk is not proposed for this block of Plum Street 


